THE FACE OF SCIENCE: Tarah O'Sullivan

Tarah O'Sullivan, mother of two children with rare genetic disease, has returned to Clemson University's School of Medicine to study genetics.

Alumni Spotlight: Matthew Troutman

Matthew Troutman, a computational physicist who earned his Ph.D. at Clemson in 2010, has returned to teach an undergraduate astronomy lab course. He enjoyed the experience so much that he changed his career path from academia to industry.

MLK Award for Excellence in Service: Kinsey Meggett

Kinsey Meggett is a senior studying biochemistry and was the 2019 student recipient of the MLK Award for Excellence in Service. She volunteers for the ClemsonLIFE program, which provides a college experience for students with developmental disabilities.

Student Engagement: Tigers on Call 2019

This year's networking event brought more than 50 Clemson alumni and friends who work in health-care fields together with more than 200 students at the Hendrix Student Center on campus for panel and roundtable discussions, a mock MCAT exam, and casual networking opportunities. Students could also learn about professional and graduate degree program opportunities from regional schools attending the accompanying pre-health fair.

Renowned scientist is coming to campus

Kinsey Meggett meets with Clemson president James P. Clements. Image credit: University Relations

COLLEGE NEWS

It's a great time to be in SCIENCE!

Students Change the World and Themselves

Extinction | Coffee Underground — 1 E. Coffee St., Greenville | 6:30 p.m.
Feb. 25:
6:30 p.m.
William Kimler | 100 Hardin Hall | 1:30 p.m.
Feb. 12:
with Elaine Ostrander | Freeman Hall | 2:30 p.m.
Jan. 31:
Here are some upcoming events and activities in the College of Science.

Here's what's happening around the College of Science.

Academic Success in a Baccalaureate Degree Program

This year's event attracted more than 50 Clemson alumni and friends who work in health-care fields together with more than 200 students at the Hendrix Student Center on campus for panel and roundtable discussions, a mock MCAT exam, and casual networking opportunities. Students could also learn about professional and graduate degree program opportunities from regional schools attending the accompanying pre-health fair.

Students Change the World and Themselves

Kinsey Meggett, a senior studying biochemistry, was the 2019 student recipient of the MLK Award for Excellence in Service. She volunteers for the ClemsonLIFE program, which provides a college experience for students with developmental disabilities. Meggett found a passion for the program, which made her look at aspects of her own life from a different perspective and inspired her to become a mentor. She now is president of ClemsonLIFE’s Executive board.

Science is in need of diversity. And to save her own.

Tarah O'Sullivan, mother of two children with a rare genetic disease, has returned to Clemson University's School of Medicine to study genetics. O'Sullivan's research interests include disease genetics and personalized medicine.
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Find out more about SCIENCE: Visit clemson.edu/science

Tigers on Call 2019: Networking event brings together alumni and friends who work in health-care fields with students.

Student Engagement: Tigers on Call 2019: Networking event brings together alumni and friends who work in health-care fields with students.

This year's networking event attracted more than 50 Clemson alumni and friends who work in health-care fields together with more than 200 students at the Hendrix Student Center on campus for panel and roundtable discussions, a mock MCAT exam, and casual networking opportunities. Students could also learn about professional and graduate degree program opportunities from regional schools attending the accompanying pre-health fair.
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It’s a great time to be in SCIENCE!

A variety of events and activities are happening on campus, including seminars, workshops, and networking opportunities.
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